
THE STAIANO CLINIC

'where the aftercare is as important as the surgery'

www.staianoplasticsurgery.co.uk

SEE & TREAT
CLINIC



Same Day Treatment
in Birmingham

Offering an efficient same-day service, we can ‘see and
treat’ you during your initial consultation. We have state
of the art facilities in Birmingham with a fully equipped
operating suite on site to allow us to carry out a full
range of procedures under local anaesthetic on a ‘walk
in, walk out’ basis. Registered with the CQC and offering
competitive fixed price packages for self pay patients.
We also accept referrals from your GP or dermatolgist. 

"Researched into plastic surgery clinics in Birmingham &
found the one with the best reviews - The Staiano Clinic!"



We Are Different
We want to break down the barriers to healthcare
and make things easier for patients to access help
and advice.
The clinic is built on the bedrock of providing service  
and we believe in doing things differently.

No Need To See Your GP
You do not need to see your GP.  We will write to
them after you have seen us (with your permission),
so that they are kept informed, but you do not need
to bother them for a referral in order to come and
see us.

No Need To Pay For A Consultation
If you have something that you do not like the look
of, or would like changed, you do not need to pay
for a consultation with one of our surgeons.
We offer a FREE service where you can send us a
photograph and we will give you an opinion of what
we can do and how much it would cost.

'See & Treat' On The Same Day

Our practice is focused on making life easier for you
and giving the best service possible.
We are one of the few clinics in the country to offer
a 'See & Treat' service where you can come to the
clinic and have an appointment with one of our
surgeons and if you are happy with everything, you
can proceed with treatment on the same day.

WhatsApp: 07794739606

Send Us
A Photo

info@staianoplasticsurgery.co.uk                                             

https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day
mailto:%20info@staianoplasticsurgery.co.uk


You may have just returned from holiday and want
reassurance that a mole is nothing sinister, or you may
have made up your mind that you would like to have your
mole removed.
We offer mole removal with a same-day service and can
see and treat you during your initial consultation.
Whether it is a mole that has recently changed, or one
you just don’t like the look of, within a few hours of your
consultation, it could be gone forever. 

Mole Removal

Before After
"Amazing results so happy had a mole removed I've had for 13 years. I was made

to feel at home and very looked after can't recommend enough will definitely
use again :)"

"I cannot recommend everyone at this clinic highly enough. My facial
mole removal was exceptionally quick, and six weeks later I literally
have a faint hairline scar left. I just wish I had done it sooner. Thank

you."

SEND US YOUR PHOTO

https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day


Cyst Removal
Cysts are lumps located underneath the skin and they can
occur anywhere in the body.
The may not cause any symptoms, although occasionally
become infected when they can grown and be painful.
Treatment involves removing the cyst wall, which can be
done under local anaesthetic on a walk in, walk out basis.

Before After

"The whole experience was excellent, professional attentive and caring staff .
I would recommend your services without doubt."

No need to
wait!

"Couldn’t fault the service from the first
phone call to the stitch removal. Would
recommend it to anyone. Lovely friendly

atmosphere."

SEND US YOUR PHOTO

https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day
https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day


Scar Revision 

raised
dented
stretched
or in an an unfavourable orientation

Scars cannot be removed but we may be possible to revise your
scar to improve it. 
If you have a specific problem with your scar, we may be able to
help you.
If your scar is:

All of our surgeons are fully trained plastic surgeons and will
advise you as to what might be possible.  
You can send us a photograph to get an opinion on your options.

Before After

"I had a very deep scar on my tummy & since surgery it's
totally different, it's given me much more confidence. I am
extremely happy with the outcome. Plus Id like to add Mr
Staiano was brilliant, he made me feel totally at ease..."

SEND US YOUR PHOTO

https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day


Lipomas are fatty lumps that are felt underneath the skin.  
They can occur as a single lump or as multiple lumps all
over the body.
Occasionally they can be painful but they do not usually
cause significant problems apart from the cosmetic
appearance.
We can remove lipomas of all sizes and from anywhere in
the body.  As plastic surgeons we plan our incisions to
minimise the scar.

Lipoma Removal

"Everyone was genuinely fantastic. I had my lipoma excised before
under local and it was painful but Mr Staiano chatted pleasantly

to me throughout and I never felt a thing. Wonderful."

Before

After

SEND US YOUR PHOTO

https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day


Tattoo Removal
You could be walking out with your problems solved. 
Tattoos are becoming increasingly common and mainstream.
However, the increase in accessibility and the change in the
public perception of tattoos has meant that it is also
becoming more common for people to have a tattoo without
possibly thinking of the long-term consequences and the fact
that it is permanent. Tattoo removal can be difficult, painful
and expensive but is increasing in demand. 
Excision of the tattoo could be considered for tattoos that
have not responded well to laser removal. Tattoo removal by
surgical excision is what we specialise in here at The
STAIANO Clinic. 
Not all tattoos are suitable for surgical excision as it will
depend on the size and location of the tattoo. Please feel free
to send a photograph of your tattoo for advice on whether it
would be suitable for surgical excision. 

Before

After 1st Stage

After 2nd Stage

"It has saved me so much money, time and pain by getting
it all done and removed by excision."

SEND US YOUR PHOTO

https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day


you may have a stretched or split earring hole from
wearing heavy earrings
you may have an enlarged earring hole from wearing
tribal piercings
you may have a large earlobe that you would like to
have reduced

Earlobe repair may be required for a number of reasons:

Whatever the reason, we offer our 'see & treat' service
for repair or reduction of your earlobe and we our one of
the few clinics in the UK who are able to allow you to
keep the original earring hole if it is stretched.

Earlobe Repair

Before After
"I had my earlobes repaired after they split. My children said I looked like

`pacman'. I arrived for a consultation and had the procedure done immediately.
Jonathan was friendly, efficient and I felt confident when I left and I was
wearing earnings again a week later. Would definitely recommend. Fab"

SEND US YOUR PHOTO

https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day


Inverted nipple correction is a procedure that can be performed on the
same day as your consultation with minimal scarring and minimal
downtime. 
If your nipples have recently become inverted or if you have any
associated symptoms, such as a lump in your breast or discharge from
your nipple, then it is important that you see your general practitioner to
make sure that there is no cause for your nipple inversion. 
If your nipples are not always inverted, but will sometimes come out,
then it may be worth trying the non-surgical option of a suction cup,
known as a ‘Nipplette’ device as this can improve the situation, although
the results are often short-lived and may not be permanent. 
Permanent correction of inverted nipples is more predictable with a
minor surgical procedure. 

Inverted Nipple
Correction

Before After

"Very impressed with this place - amazing, friendly and
professional staff that relax you and are flexible to your needs.

Very happy with result of my surgery and level of aftercare."

SEND US YOUR PHOTO

https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day


Areola Reduction
Reduction of the areola is an integral part of a breast
reduction or uplift, however, if you are happy with the size
and shape of your breasts, but simply feel that your areolae
are too large, then an areola reduction may be for you. 
Areola reduction is a relatively simple procedure that can be
done under local anaesthesia (this means that you stay
awake) and can be done on the same day as your
consultation (with prior arrangement). 
There will be a scar all the way around your areola, the scar is
placed on the edge of the areola between the darker skin of
the areola and paler skin of the breast. This means that once
the scar has faded, after several months, it can blend in well. 
 .

Before After

"My sincere thanks to all at Staiano. I had a very easy and smooth experience.
As someone who has never had such a procedure before, I was reassured and

felt that great care was being taken of my needs. Appreciate the
communication, treatment, procedure, professionalism, friendliness and

aftercare."
"

SEND US YOUR PHOTO

https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day


0121-454 3680

How to get started
Send us an photo via email or WhatsApp

50 Frederick Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1HN

THE STAIANO CLINIC

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

We'll reply with our advice and a quote

Book your 'See & Treat' appointment

Come and have your consultation and
treatment on the same day 

STEP 5 All of your aftercare is included with
your plastic surgeon and clinic nurse

mailto:%20info@staianoplasticsurgery.co.uk
https://wa.me/447794739606?text=Can+you+remove+this+on+the+day

